
Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
________ design is a creative process 
satisfying only functional-requirements 
of a system.

Architectural Component Experiantal Purchase

2

A ________ view shows the system 
hardware and how software components 
are distributed across the processors in 
the system.

physical logical process all of the mentioned

3 The UML was designed for describing 
_________

object-oriented 
systems architectural design SRS

Both object-oriented 
systems and Architectural 
design

4
Which of the following view shows that 
the system is composed of interacting 
processes at run time?

physical development logical process

5 Which of the following is an 
architectural conflict?

Using large-grain 
components improves 
performance but 
reduces 
maintainability

Introducing redundant 
data improves 
availability but makes 
security more difficult

Localizing safety-related 
features usually means 
more communication so 
degraded performance

All of the mentioned

6 Which of the following is not included 
in Architectural design decisions? type of application distribution of the system architectural styles testing the system

7

What translates a natural or an artificial 
language into another representation of 
that language and, for programming 
languages also execute the resulting 
code?

ERP systems Transaction-based 
information systems

Language processing 
systems None of the mentioned
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8 Which of the following is/are 
commonly used architectural pattern(s)?

Model-View-
Controller Layered Architecture Client–server All of the mentioned

9 A language-processing systems may 
translate an XML data description into a machine code an alternative XML 

representation

machine code and 
alternative XML 
representation

a software module

10

Transaction processing systems may be 
organized as a _________ architecture 
with system components responsible for 
input, processing, and output.

Repository Client–server Model-View-Controller Pipe and Filter

11 MTBF Stands for Mean time between failureMethod time between failureMost Time Bouncing Fail Mean test by Fest

12 Which one of the following is not a 
phase of Prototyping Model?

Quick Design Coding Prototype Refinement Engineer Product

13
Which of the following statements 
regarding Build & Fix Model is wrong?

No room for 
structured design

Code soon becomes 
unfixable & 
unchangeable

Maintenance is 
practically not possible

It scales up well to large 
projects

14 RAD Model has 2 phases 3 phase 5 phases 6 phases

15

What is the major drawback of using 
RAD Model?

Highly specialized & 
skilled 
developers/designers 
are required

Increases reusability of 
components

Encourages 
customer/client feedback

Increases reusability of 
components, Highly 
specialized & skilled 
developers/designers are 
required

16
SDLC stands for Software 

Development Life 
Cycle

System Development 
Life cycle

Software Design Life 
Cycle

System Design Life Cycle

17 ______management is more important 
then _____technology

Good, Bad Bad, Good No Good

18 People are key to __________ Failure Success Reliability Non Reliability

19 Design without Documentation is 
__________ design

Yes Not Proper Reliable

20 ________ and _____ are not 
interchangeable

People, Time Time , Tide Project, Software Hardware, People



21 _________process should be 
established to confront risk

Iterative life - cycle processNo life - cycle Proper Document Nothing

22
What are Requirements refined and 
analyzed to assess their clarity, 
completeness, and_____

Consistency Correctness Concurrency None of these

23
A software project that meets all the 
given objectives is a success of 
_________.

Project fundamental 
purpose

Project quality Project requirement Project management myth

24 ___________ is not an effective 
software project management focus..

people product process popularity

25
What is the abbreviation of PM-CMM… product management 

capability maturity 
model

process management 
capability maturity 
model

people management 
capability maturity model

project management 
capability maturity model

26 _________ is not a project manager’s 
activity.

project design project management project planning project control

27 The __________ is not an approach to 
software cost estimation?

Analytical Critical Empirical Heuristic

28
Which one of the following is not 
considered as a risk in project 
management?

Staff turnover Testing Product competition Specification delays

29
What is the process each manager 
follows during the life of a project is 
known as

Project Management Project Management 
Life Cycle

Manager life cycle All of the mentioned

30
Quality planning is the process of 
developing a quality plan for_________.

customers project manager team project
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Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1
The _______ model shows how the 
network functions of a computer ought 
to be organized. CCITT OSI ISO ANSI

2
The physical layer is concerned with the 
movement of _______ over the physical 
medium. programs dialogs protocols Bits

3 In the OSI model, what is the main 
function of the transport layer? node-to-node delivery

process-to-process 
message delivery Synchronization

updating and maintenance 
of routing tables

4 __________ provides full transport 
layer services to applications. TCP UDP ARP RARP

5
Ethernet uses a ______ physical address 
that is imprinted on the network 
interface card (NIC). 32 bits 64 bits 6 bytes 3 bytes

6
In _______ forwarding, the mask and 
destination addresses are both 0.0.0.0 in 
the routing table.

next-hop network-specific host-specific default

7
A _______ routing table is updated 
periodically using one of the dynamic 
routing protocols.

static dynamic hierarchical no dynamic

8
The ________ protocol is the 
transmission mechanism used by the 
TCP/IP suite.

ARP

RARP IP TCP
9 The IP header size _______. 20 to 60 bytes 20 bytes 60 bytes 128 bytes

10
When a datagram is encapsulated in a 
frame, the total size of the datagram 
must be less than the _______.

MUT

MAT MTU MYA

11
The _______ module consults the MTU 
table to determine the packet size 
necessary for transmission.

Processing

direct

Assembly Fragmentaion
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12
The IP packet that carries an IGMP 
packet has a value of _______ in its 
protocol field. 3 1 2 4

13 In SCTP, a data chunk is numbered 
using ________. TSN SI SSN NST

14 TCP has ____________; SCTP has 
____________.

Packet, Segment
Segment ,Packet Segment,Frame Frame, Packet

15
In _______ routing, the least cost route 
between any two nodes is the route with 
the minimum distance. Path vector distance vector link state distance

16 In RIP, the ________ timer controls the 
validity of the route. garbage collection expiration periodic garbage

17 RIP uses the services of _______. TCP UDP IP BGP

18
The _______ protocol allows the 
administrator to assign a cost, called the 
metric, to each route.

OSPF

RIP BGP UDP

19 BGP messages are encapsulated in 
_______. TCP segments UDP user datagrams IP datagrams TCP datagram

20 An area is _______
One AS

composed of at least two 
ASs another term for an AS

part of an AS

21 TELNET is an abbreviation for 
____________. terminal network telephone network

telecommunication 
network

close

22
When a user logs into a local time-
sharing system, it is called ________ 
login. remote local temporary none

23
The _______ translates NVT characters 
into a form acceptable by the remote 
operating system. terminal driver

BGP client TELNET server TELNET Client

24 If the sender wants to enable an option, 
it sends a _______ command. WILL

DO WONT DON’T



25 SNMP defines the 
___________________ to be sent from 
a manager to an agent and vice versa.

encoding of the 
packets

number of packets format of the packets no of packets

26 An agent is a host or computer that runs 
the SNMP _______ process. Client

server
local remote

Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1

_____________is a subject-oriented, 
integrated, time-variant, nonvolatile 
collection of data in support of 
management decisions.

Data Mining. Data Warehousing. Web Mining Text Mining

2 __________ is the heart of the 
warehouse.

Data mining database 
servers.

Data warehouse 
database servers

Data mart database 
servers

Relational data base 
servers

3 Expansion for DSS in DW is
Decision Support 
system Decision Single System Data Storable System Data Support System

4
________defines the structure of the 
data held in operational databases and 
used by operational applications User-level metadata

Data warehouse 
metadata Operational metadata Data mining metadata

5 __________is held in the catalog of the 
warehouse database system

Application level 
metadata

Algorithmic level 
metadata

Departmental level 
metadata Core warehouse metadata

6 The left hand side of an association rule 
is called __________. consequent onset antecedent precedent

7 The paths from root node to the nodes 
labelled 'a' are called __________.

transformed prefix 
path suffix subpath transformed suffix path prefix subpath
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8
________is the most well known 
association rule algorithm and is used in 
most commercial products. Apriori algorithm Partition algorithm Distributed algorithm Pincer-search algorithm

9
A fact representing cumulative sales 
units over a day at a store for a product 
is a _________. additive fact fully additive fact partially additive fact non-additive fact

10

___________ of data means that the 
attributes within a given entity are fully 
dependent on the entire primary key of 
the entity. Additivity Granularity Functional dependency Dimensionality

11 ____________ maps data into 
predefined groups. Regression Time series analysis Prediction Classification

12 Which of the following is a descriptive 
model? Classification Regression Sequence discovery Association rules

13
Describing some characteristics of a set 
of data by a general model is viewed as 
____________ Induction Compression Approximation Summarization

14

The load and index is___________

a process to reject 
data from the data 
warehouse and to 
create the necessary 
indexes

a process to load the 
data in the data 
warehouse and to create 
the necessary indexes

a process to upgrade the 
quality of data after it is 
moved into a data 
warehouse

a process to upgrade the 
quality of data before it is 
moved into a data 
warehouse

15

Data transformation includes_______

a process to change 
data from a detailed 
level to a summary 
level

a process to change data 
from a summary level to 
a detailed level

joining data from one 
source into various 
sources of data

separating data from one 
source into various 
sources of data

16 _________is called a multifield 
transformation.

Converting data from 
one field into multiple 
fields

Converting data from 
fields into field

Converting data from 
double fields into 
multiple fields

Converting data from one 
field to one field

17
The data administration subsystem 
helps you perform all of the following, 
except_____ backups and recovery query optimization security management

create, change, and delete 
information



18
The most common source of change 
data in refreshing a data warehouse 
is_______ queryable change data cooperative change data logged change data snapshot change data

19
_________are responsible for running 
queries and reports against data 
warehouse tables. Hardware Software End users Middle ware

20 Query tool is meant for______ data acquisition information delivery information exchange communication

21 Fact tables are________
completely 
demoralized partially demoralized completely normalized partially normalized

22 The ________ propose a measure of 
standing a node based on path counting open web close web link web hidden web

23 _________ is the way of studying the 
web link structure. Computer network Physical network Social network Logical network

24
The ___________ engine for a data 
warehouse supports query-triggered 
usage of data NNTP SMTP OLAP POP

25
In web mining, _________ is used to 
know which URLs tend to be requested 
together clustering associations sequential analysis classification

26 GA stands for _______________. Genetic algorithm Gene algorithm General algorithm Geo algorithm

27 ___________ is a system created for 
rule induction RBS CBS DBS LERS

28 GAs were developed in the early 
_____________. 1970 1960 1950 1940

29

________ displays of data such as 
maps, charts and other graphical 
representation allow data to be 
presented compactly to the users. Hidden Visual Obscured Concealed

30 In web mining, _______ is used to find 
natural groupings of users, pages, etc clustering associations sequential analysis classification



Sr. No. Question Option1 Option2 Option3 Option4

1 Nominal and categorical data values are 
_________data. Quantitative Qualitative Distributive Substitutive

2
Spatiotemporal data models are way of 
organizing representations of __________ 
in GIS. size and time space and time continuous field space and temperature

3
Which of the following group of 
relationship does not belong to the eight 
spatial relationships? Disjoint, meets, equals Disjoint, neighbour Inside, covered by Contains, covers, overlaps

4 Boundary model is also known as _____. Topological data model Topological discrete model Temporal data model Temporal continuous model

5 TIN stands for ___________. Traffic Internet Network
Triangulated Irregular 
Network

Temperature Interface 
Node Temporal Interface Node

6 It is known as ‘data about data’ DBMS GIS RMSE Metadata

7
ITRS stands for

International Terrestrial 
Reference System

Internal Terrestrial 
reference Symbol

International Terrestrial 
Reference Symbol

Internal Terrestrial reference 
System

8 The Galileo System Time (GST) will closely 
follow Internal Accent Time International Attend Time International Atomic Time Internal According Time

9 WGS84 stands for
Wide Geodetic system 
1984 Wide Galileo system 1984 World Galileo system 1984 World Geodetic system 1984

10 Data which is captured directly from the 
environment is known as __________ Secondary data Special data Primary data Futute data

11 The information from aerial photos is 
obtained through___________ Internal evaluation Visual interpretation Studying analysing

12
The process of distilling points, lines and 
polygons from a scanned image is
Called ________________ Vectorization Rasterization visual interpretation Median squarerroot method
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13
In _______ classification user only specifies 
the number of classes in the output data 
set and system automatically determines 
the class break points.  Automatic User controlled Static Dynamic

14 Which neighborhood function determines 
a spatial envelope(buffer) around given 
feature? Retrieval Classification Overlay Buffer zone generation

15 ___________function include contiguity , 
Network analytic, Visibility functions. Neighborhood Classification Connectivity Retrieval

16
The query operator that takes two input 
relation and produces one output relation 
by gluing two tuples together , if they meet 
specified condition tuple selection join attribute projection attribute joint

17
A tuple can refer to another tuple by 
storing that other tuple key value this 
attribute is called as. foreign key unique key primary key candidate key

18
Which of the following is not true about 
DBMS

A DBMS provides a high-
level, ‘declaration 
query language’

A DBMS includes ‘data 
backup’ and ‘recovery’ 
functions to ensure data 
availability at all times

A DBMS allows the control 
of ‘data redundancy’

A DBMS does not supports 
the use of a ‘data model’

19 Data integrity constraints are used to 
_______.

Control who is allowed 
access to the data

Ensure that duplicate 
records are not entered 
into the table

Prevent users from 
changing the values stored 
in the table

Improve the quality of data 
entered for a specific 
property

20 For a static feature this accuracy refers to 
the difference in the values of its 
coordinates at two different times Attribute accuracy Positional accuracy Temporal Accuracy Data Accuracy



21 When points need to be translated into
rasters, we need to perform something 
known as______________ Datum Georefrencing Calculation Point data transformation

22 Lines of equal longitude are called as 
________ Parallels Meridians Perpendiculars Deviations

23
_________combines the geometries and 
attributes of two feature layers to create 
the output An overlay operation An overlap operation An overload operation delay Opration

24 _______preserves all features from the 
inputs minus intersect Identity Union

25
____________preserves only those 
features that fall within the area extent 
common to the inputs minus intersect Identity Union

26
___________preserves features that fall 
within the area extent that is common to 
only one of the inputs intersect Symmetrical Difference Identity Union

27 _________ is a geostatistical method for 
spatial interpolation Polaring Swiching Kringing Slicing

28 Which method uses every known point 
available to estimate an unknown value. Virtual spital local interpolation global interpolation 

29 _________preserves only features that fall within the area extent of the layer defined as the input layerintersect Identity Union Symmetrical Difference 

30 ________method,uses a sample of known 
points to estimate an unknown value. Virtual spital local interpolation global interpolation 
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